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It is a good plan to plant a line of trees or hedges between the
cycle track and the carriage-way : a margin of reasonable width is
necessary to provide for this; hedges will help to break the wind
and make riding more comfortable for cyclists. Careful attention
should be given to the levels of the tracks when these cross at road
junctions or entrances to garages.
Single Cycle Track.
The advisability of providing one cycle track on one side only of a
main road will depend on local conditions : for example, if in the
vicinity of an industrial area the cycle traffic may be all one way in
the morning and the opposite way in the evening.
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fig. 129,—diagram showing separate eoads for light
heavy traffic and one cycle tkack.
In the diagram, Kg. 129, showing separate roads for fast, light,
and for heavy traffic, one cycle track (or road) only is provided.
Special Cycle Roads.
There is a good case for constructing special cycle roads free from
intersection by motor traffic : roads leading to beauty spots or to
resorts on the coast would attract cyclists, and naturally such roads
would be free from accidents with motor vehicles.
Certain field footpaths or " footpaths only " in urban areas might
well provide a cycle path alongside as a convenience to the cyclist
and a benefit to the pedestrian. Studs are useful to separate the two,
Linking up Country Lanes.
Many narrow country roads are unsuitable for any speed above
20 m.pJhu, and it is absurd to allow unrestricted speed on such roads;
it would be little hardship to impose a 15 or 20 m.p h. speed limit on
roads of this kind in order to make them safe for cyclists. A few
new connecting cycle roads (with footpaths, also) would enable con-
venient and attractive routes to be planned: cycle tracks in busy
main roads should also be linked up if possible with cycle tracks and

